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Let F’(lR”) denote the Fourier algebra on iR”, and Q(lR”) the space of test 
functions on IR”. A closed subset E of IR” is said to be of spectral synthesis if the 
only closed ideal J in F’(lR”) which has E as its hull h(J) = {x E [R” : f (x) = 0 for 
all f E .I) is the ideal k(E) = (f E F’(R”):f(E) = 0). We consider sufftciently 
regular compact subsets of smooth submanifolds of IR” with constant relative 
nullity. For such sets E we give an estimate of the degree of nilpotency of the 
algebra (k(E)n g(IR”))-/j(E), where j(E) denotes the smallest closed ideal in 
F’(IR”) with hull E. Especially in the case of hypersurfaces this estimate turns out 
to be exact. Moreover for this case we prove that k(E) n g(IR”) is dense in k(E). 
Together this solves the synthesis problem for such sets. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of spectral synthesis can be defined as follows: To each 
closed ideal Z in the Fourier algebra F’(R”) one can associate its hull h(Z) 
which is the set of common zeros of all functions in I. Then a closed subset 
E in R” is a set of spectral synthesis if there exists only one closed ideal in 
F’(R”) with hull E. 
Let G(R”) denote the space of test functions, i.e., the space of smooth 
functions with compact support on R”. 
It is well known that there always exists a largest closed ideal 
k(E) = {j-E F’(IR”):f(E) = 0) and a smallest closed ideal 
j(E) = {rp E g(lR”): supp rp n E = 0}- with hull E, so that E is of spectral 
synthesis if and only if k(E) = j(E). 
* This work is part of the authors Ph. D. thesis, done at the University of Bielefeld under 
the supervision of Professor H. Leptin. 
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Following Herz [9] and Domar [3,6] we also define for any positive 
integer i, the space Ji(E) consisting of all functions o in Q(lR”) (n > 2) 
vanishing on E together with all their partial derivatives up to the order 
i - 1, and say that E is of weak spectral synthesis if J,(E) = k(E). 
Up to now the strongest results about synthesis properties of smooth 
submanifolds in IR” have been obtained by Domar, who among other things 
proved that for each “nice” compact subset E of a smooth, (n - 1) 
dimensional submanifold of (R” with nonvanishing Gaussian curvature one 
has the following descending series of closed ideals 
- - 
W)=J,W+W)? --+&+w~(E) =.W (see I3 I) 
thus generalizing results of Schwartz [ 131, Herz [8] and Varopoulos ] 151 
about synthesis properties of spheres. 
On the other hand Domar also gave an example of a P-curve in IRz of 
spectral nonsynthesis (see [ 51). 
In [3] Domar also mentioned that the corresponding problems are still 
open when the Gaussian curvature of a hypersurface vanishes in some subset 
of the surface, or when the manifold has higher codimension than one. These 
problems are also interesting from another point of view. Results of 
Ludwig [ 121 show that there seem to be close connections between the 
synthesis properties of points in the dual of connected simply connected 
nilpotent Lie groups and the synthesis properties of the corresponding coad- 
joint orbits as subsets of a Euclidian space. A result of Kirsch and myself 
[lo] shows that such orbits are always of weak synthesis but the synthesis 
problem is also still open. 
In this paper I give a solution to the synthesis problem for a large class of 
hypersurfaces which may have vanishing Gaussian curvature. 
II. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
The example of Domar in [5] shows that one can expect weak synthesis 
for a hypersurface in IR” only if the curvature behaves well in some sense. 
So in the following let M be a smooth, k-dimensional submanifold of iR”, 
n > 2. Let m E M, and choose a chart (X, 0) near m, where R c IRk is open 
and X E Cm@, IR”). If m = X(x,), and if N E IR” is normal to M at m, let 
(h,(m; X, N))ij be the k x k second fundamental matrix 
hij(m; X3 N) = & (N * m(xcJ? 
1 I 
where N. X(x,) denotes the Euclidean scalar product in iR”. Let rc(m; X, N) 
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be the radical of the corresponding bilinear form, i.e., the space of vectors 
y = (yl,..., yk) E Rk with 
i h,(m;X,N)y'=0 for i = I,..., k, 
j=1 
and let x(m;X) = 0 n(m; X, N), where the intersection is taken over all 
vectors N normal to M at m. Then one easily sees that v(m; X) = dim rr(m; X) 
is independent of the choice of the chart X, so that we can write v(m) instead 
of v(m; X). v(m) is called the relative nullity of M at m. 
In this paper Z will examine manifolds with constant relative nullity. 
Before Z state the main results, let me recall the following definition 
(see [3]): 
A compact set F c Rk is said to have the restricted cone property at a 
point y0 E Rk, if there exists a neighborhood V,, of yO and a cone K = 
(y E Rk: (1 - a)[] y(l ,< y . yI <u}, where 0 < u < 1, y, E Rk, I] y, ]I = 1, such 
that FIN V,,-KcF. 
A compact subset E of M is said to have the restricted cone property, if 
for every m E M and every sufficiently small neighborhood V of m in R” the 
orthogonal projection of En V to the tangent plane at m has the restricted 
cone property at m. 
In the following theorems let E be a compact subset of M with the 
restricted cone property. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf M has constant relative nullity v, 0 < v < k, then 
d(E) := min (1 E N : 51(E)’ =j(E)} 
< [(k- v)/2 + 11. 
Here [t] denotes the integer part of the real number t. While for k < n - 1 
this estimate is in general not the best possible, the next theorem shows 
among other things, that for k = n - 1 it is exact: 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf A4 is (n - 1)-dimensional with constant relative nullity 
v, 0 < v < n - 1, then E is of weak synthesis, i.e., 
J,(E) = WE), 
and 
d(E)= [(n- 1 -v)/2+ 11. 
Thus E is of spectral synthesis if and only if v 2 n - 2. 
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Remark. Both theorems also hold for sufficiently many times differen- 
tiable manifolds, but for convenience we only work with smooth manifolds. 
From the last theorem we at once get 
COROLLARY 2.3. Each smooth submanifold M of IR” of codimension 1 
contains a subset E # 0 which is the closure of its interior (with respect to 
M) and which is of weak synthesis. 
Proof Choose m E M with v(m) minimal. Then, by Theorem 2.2, each 
sufficiently small compact neighborhood of m with the restricted cone 
property is of weak synthesis. 
III. PRELIMINARIES 
We start with some notation. 
If we write e(t) = eezn” for t E R, then the Fourier transform / of 
f E L ‘(IR “) may be written 
.f<x) = \f 0) 4x . Y) &. 
The elements of the dual space PM(IR”) of F’(R”), the so-called 
pseudomeasures, will sometimes be considered as tempered distributions, 
thus as Fourier transforms of essentially bounded functions. 
Usually we will work with the norm 1x1 := max ]xil on I?“, and so B!(x) 
will denote the ball with center x and radius E > 0 with respect to this norm, 
and we will shortly write Bz := B:(O), but sometimes we will also refer to the 
Euclidean norm l]xl/ := (C xf)“‘. 
For differentiable f on R” the gradient off will be written as Df, and if f 
depends on two variables x’ and x”, then D,, f will denote the gradient off 
as a function of x’. For z E iR”, z # 0, DCzj f will denote the partial derivative 
of f in the direction of (z / -’ z, and for a multi-index a E N\i,” we set 
D” = @l/a;: . . . 8%. 
The following lemma is a generalization to the n-dimensional case of a 
result of Carlson [2] and Beurling [ 11. (For completeness Z shall indicate the 
proof:) 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf f E L’(lT?“), and zf for all multi-indices a E N 0” with 
a < (1, I,..., 1) the distributional derivatives D”f are in L’([R”), then f can be 
changed on a set of measure zero such that f E F’(lR”), and 
Ifl :l(R.) G a+il=ll& ,) Ioaf I2 lPfl2. 
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Proof: We only prove the inequality for fE g(lF?“), because the general 
case can be reduced to this case by standard regularization arguments. For 
fE 58(R “), p is rapidly decreasing, and 
Iflh2~) = Imw~) 
= sup 
I!1 
S(X)~(x)dx12:a,E~(~“),l~l,~ 1 . 
I 
Fix a o E g(lR”) with (o], < 1, and set g=fq E @(IT?“). Since $ is rapidly 
decreasing, 
which gives 
I ml’< ax .;I: ax 6’ = ’ c D”gDOg 
1 n I I LUrm) a+4=(1,...,1) L'(W) 
= (2n)” c I~“AlL2(Rn) IX4j.v,IL2(n?“) 
n+/3=(1,....1) by Plancherel’s theorem. 
Since /p Ia, < 1, this gives by a second application of Plancherel’s theorem, 
the desired unequality. 
If we write, for .fE g(Rk), If(crcRkj := zlalGk IPfl,, and if ISuppfl 
denotes the Lebesgue measure of the support offT then we have 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf f E L%(R k), then 
lfl F’(W) 6 I SUPPf I 1’2 I.flcwRK). 
The following result of Hartman [7, Lemma 3.11 shows that manifolds with 
constant relative nullity are locally developable: 
THEOREM (Hartman). Let M be a smooth, k-dimensional submanifold of 
R” with constant relative nullity v, 0 < v < k. Set p = k - v. Then at any 
point m, E A4 there exists a smooth chart (X, a) of the following form (if 
necessary after a suitable permutation of the coordinates of R”): 
(i) 0 is the direct product of two open subsets 0’ c Rp, Q” c R“: 
fl=Lll XQ’rCRk. 
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(ii) There exist functions Aj = (aIj,..., a”j) E cyn’, I-H”), 
j = p + l,..., k, B = (b 1 ,..., b,) E P(Q’, R”) with 
aij(v’) = 6, for p+ 1 <i<k,v’EQ’, 
b,(v’) = 0 for p+ l<i<k,v’EL! 
such that 
for v = (VI )...) v/J E a. 
(iii) For each v’ E Q’ the space of vectors normal to M at a point 
m EM,, := {X(v’, v”) : v” E Q”} is independent of m. 
For convenience we shall give another description of Hartman’s charts: 
Write Rk = Rp x I?“, and accordingly u E Rk as v = (u’, v”). Set 
A(v’) := (aij(u’))i,l,...,, 9 b(V’) := (bl(u’),*-., b,,(V’)), 
j=,?t I,...,k 
c(v’) := (aij(v’))i=k+l,....n, d(v’) := (bk+ l(+.., b&J’)), 
J=P+ I,...,k 
(A(v’) + v”)~ := i aij(V'> vj, i = l,..., p, 
j=otl 
(C(d) * v")i := i aij(V'> vj, i = k + l,..., n. 
j=ot 1 
Then X(v) E R” = R” x R” X IRnPk may be written 
X(Y’, v”) = (A(v’) + v” + b(v’), v”, C(v’) - v” + d(v’)). 
Set 
(3.1) 
y(v’, v”) = (A(v’) . u” + b(v’), v”). (3.2) 
Then, after Hartman, we may assume that y is a diffeomorphism from J2 to 
y(Q). Thus we get a second chart (!P, y(Q)), where 
and 
YTx) = (4 w(x)) 
.v(x> = C((Y-‘1’ (xl). (Y-‘I” (xl + d((y-‘1’ (x)1. 
(3.3) 
Here we write again y- ’ = ((y-l)‘, (y-r)“) according to the decomposition 
Rk=lRPXR”. 
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In the following lemma we assume R = B$ and 
~(0, u”) = (0, d’) for u” E B;(O), i.e., b(0) = 0, A(0) = 0. 
For E # 0 let S, denote the regular linear transformation 
S&x’, x”) = (EX’, x”) of Rk = RP x R”. 
Set 
and 
0, = S,,, 0 Y 0 Se@:) 
i.e., 
P,= s,,, 0 y-’ 0 s, .on O,, 
P,(x’, x”) = (E- ‘(y- I)’ (EX’, x”), x”) for O<e<l. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
LEMMA 3.3. P, is a smooth dSffeomorphism from 0, onto Bf, and each 
partial derivative of P, and P; ’ respectively, is uniformly bounded, indepen- 
dently of E E (0, 11, on 0, and B:, respectively. 
Proof: Since P;‘(v) = (EC’A(Eu’) . u” + EK’b(.zu’), u”) and A(O) = 0, 
b(0) = 0, the statement about P; ’ is clear. 
Let us turn to P, = (Pi, PF). Here the main point is to prove that the 
uniform norm of D,“,yP:, a” E Ni, is independent of E. But 
D,,,e(x) = E-‘D,,,(~-‘)’ (EX’, x”), and 
WV) =DA(v’) . u” + Db(u’) 0 
where DA(v’) . u” denotes the linear mapping 
(DA(u’) . u”)(x’) := DA(v’)(x’) . u”, 
which yields 
with 
DA-‘)’ (x>=W-‘(x)1 .A((Y-‘1’ (x>> 
F(v’, v”) = - [DA(u’) ’ u” + Db(v’)] -I E ?(Bf(O), GLJIR)); 
consequently 
D,,,P;(x) = E-IF 0 y-‘(S,(x)) . A(&P:(x)) 
580/47/2 8 
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or 
Since S,(O,) c y(B:)-, each partial derivative of F o y-i o S, is uniformly 
bounded on 0,) independently of E E (0, 11. By induction this result is easily 
generalized to the following: 
There exist functions fk,r,l,m E Cm(@J for a E N;;, I= l,..., p, 
m = p + l,..., k, i = l,..., p such that 
L,t,,,m is uniformly bounded on O,, 
independently of E E (0, 11, Since A(0) = 0 and P:(O,) c BT, the statement 
about P, follows. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 I shall make use of the following theorem, 
which is a generalization of a result due to Domar [4, Theorem 3.31. The 
proof is based on ideas used by Domar in 141. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Bc Rk be open, w E cyn, ivk), iy = 
(W , ,..., vn-,J, and denote by O’~(x) the (n - k) k x k - matrix D2v,W 
D*tg(x)= ! i i , where D*I,u~(x) = . D*~n-k(x) s= I....,k I=l.....k 
If D*y/(x) has constant rank p, 0 < p < k, then for every function 6 E GJ(Rk) 
with support in R 
16e in. do IFI~~kj = O(lvl”‘2) for Iql-) co,qE Rnek. 
Proof: Let M be the k-dimensional manifold M = {(x, v(x)): 
xEf2}cR”, and set !?‘(x) = (x, v(x)). Then the relative nullity is a constant 
v := k - p on M. Thus, by Hartman’s theorem, it is no restriction to assume 
that M has the form 
A4 = (X(v) : v E B;(v’)} with E > 0, u” E Rk, 
where X E Cm(Bt(vo), R”) may be written X(v) = (A(v’) . v” + b(u’), v”, 
C(v’) . v” + d(v’)) as in (3.1), such that y(v) = (A(v’) . v” + b(v’), v”) is a 
diffeomorphism from Bt(v’) onto y(B$(v’)) with w o y(v) = C(v’) . 
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Y” + d(u’). Using a suitable afftne transformation and, if necessary, a further 
localization, we may also assume u = 0, E = 1, and that y is defined on B: 
with ~(0, u”) = (0, u”) for u” E By. 
For O<E<+ let n,=[(2~)-‘+l], and for ]j]<!n,,jEZ, let Ij= 
[(2j - 1) E, (2j + 2) E] c R. There exist functions I,V~ E @(I?) such that 
s”PP Wj c Ij 3 
O<.wj< 1, 
Wjtx) = l for x E [2js, (2j + 1) E], 
( l$ym < C&-m for m < k, 
where C is an absolute constant, 
c vjw = 1 for xE [-1, 11. 
i 
Take x E g(lR”) with supp x c Bt;, s.t. x s 1 on a neighborhood of the 
projection of y-’ (supp 6) on R”. Then, for j = (j, ,...,j,) E 
(+I,, -n, + l,..., q}O let 
Zj = Zj, X ~-XIjpxBl;cB~, 
@j = Y(~J) c Y(B% 
Vj(“13***9 ‘~7 up+lre*** uk) = Vj,(U,) *‘* v/j,(U,)~(U,+ ~,a.., U,), 
q(x) = wj o y-‘(x) for x E y(B:) 
=o elsewhere. 
Then {q+}] is a smooth partitioning of unit on y(Bf) with supp (D] c 0, c y(B$), 
and it is no restriction to assume that 0, c y(B:) for each j with supp 
im@j#0. 
Now let q E RnPk, and let us, for convenience, assume (q] > l/25. Set 
E := lq(-1’2 < 4, and denote by {(pl}j the partitioning constructed above for E. 
Then 
where the sum extends over all j with 0, c y(Bt), hence over at most 
(I 4) ‘I2 + 3)k-” terms. Thus, Theorem 4.1 follows if we can show that 
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19jeilt’“l,tfRkI is uniformly bounded in q, E and j ((~1 depends on E!). So 
choose a fixed j with 0, c y(Bf). Then 
q = ($9 0) with uj = ((2j, + )) E,..., (2j, + 4) E) 
is the center of I,, and the affrne mapping 
T(Y’, u”) = (u’ -b(q) -A(u$ * u”, u”) 
maps the “fibre” v({v/} x B;) onto {0} x By. 
Let E’ = (4) E, S,,(x’, x”) := (E’x’, x”) for (x’, x”) E [Rk-” x R”. Then it is 
enough to estimate I(9j o T-* o S,,) e(g . ye o T-’ o SE,))F,tRkj, since 
lqe- Zniv. 0 JFlcRkj = I(9j 0 T-I 0 S,O dv - w 0 T-’ 0 SEOIF~(~kj. 
Now, from (iii) in Hartman’s theorem it follows that each partial 
derivative a9/axi, i = I,..., k, is constant on y({v’} X B’;) for each u’ E BT. 
Thus, if we write r+? = 9 o T- ‘, we get 
g (0, x”) = g (0,O) for all x” E By(O). 
I I 
Since $0, x”) = C(v;) . x” + d(v;) is afftne linear in x”, this yields 
@(x’, x”) - y/(0,0) - i xi g (0,O) 
i=l I 
= ljqx’, x”) - Ifqo, x”) - -jy xi g (0,O) 
is1 I 
= @(x’, xy - Qqo, x0) - ,f xi g (0, x”) 
i=l r 
= $, xlxj gJx’T x”)Y 
where g, E P(T o y(B:), RnPk) satisfies 
where the same constant C’ > 0 may be chosen for all possible T. Set 
g,(x’, x”) := 2 q * gt,(&‘X’, x”) d2XfXj 
ij= I 
3 2 =- 
( 1 
2 191-I v * f: gij(&‘X’,Xu)X;Xj. 
i,j= 1 
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Since x +-+ $(O, 0) + Cf=, x,(&7(0, 0)/&q) is affine linear, we get 
< h’j o T-l o SC) e(&$Ck(Rk) 1 suPP(c’j o T- ’ o S,,)l “2 
by Corollary 3.2. Set F(V)‘, u”) = To y(v’ + ui, u”), such that y(O, v”) = 
(0, u”), and 
PT,ec(x’, x”) = S,,,, 0 f-’ 0 S,, for (x’, x”) E S,,,, 0 jr0 S&I:). 
Then 
p, 0 T-’ 0 S,,(x’, x”) = I//~ o y-l o T-’ o S,,(x’, x”) 
= Wjw;,&) + uj, p;.c(x>). 
Now, P,,,, has the same properties as P, in Lemma 3.3; hence, to estimate 
the Ck-norm of qq o T-’ o S,, it is enough to estimate the partial derivatives 
up to order k of 
(U’, U”) --$ Wj(&‘U’ + Uj, U”) (u’, u”) E B:. 
But these are uniformly bounded in E’ and j by construction of vj. 
Further, since P,,,, (0) = 0, by Lemma 3.3 there exists a constant r > 0, s.t. 
IpT,:~(x>l G I I f r x or x E Bf, uniformly for all Tand 0 < E’ < 1. 
Hence 
supp oj 0 T-’ 0 S,, c P,:,(B;) c B;, 
i.e., 
Isupp(~~oT-‘oS,,J<r~ for all 0 < E’ < 1 and all j. 
Finally, all partial derivatives of g,, up to order k are uniformly bounded for 
1 v/ > l/25, 0 < E’ < l/5 and all j on Bf 3 supp qj o T-’ 0 S,,, which easily 
follows from the Ck-norm-estimate of g,. Q.E.D. 
Now let, as in Theorem 4.1, fi c Rk be open, w E Coo(n, Rnek), and let 
M be the k-dimensional manifold 
M= (Y(x)=(x,y/(x)):xEn}cR”. 
Let F c M be a compact subset. Choose o E g(iR”-‘) with o 2 0, 
./ o(y) dy = 1, supp q c Bywk, and set 
p,(y) = &-(n-k) qo(-‘y) for e > 0. 
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Further, let x E @(lRflek), s.t. x G 1 on B;-k and x = 0 outside of B;-k, and 
set 
x”(u) = X(E - ‘Y>v 
l@x”(x,y)=x’(~~) for (x,y)EiRkxR”-k=R”ands>O. 
Choose 6E @(Rk) with supp 6 cR, s.t. 6~ 1 on a neighborhood of 
w-‘(F), and denote by 6 @ 1 the function 6 @ 1(x, y) = 6(x) on R”. Define 
a diffeomorphism r from R X lRRpk c R” onto 0 X R”-k by T(x, y) = 
(x, v(x) -y); r maps M onto Q X {0} c il?“. 
We identify 53(J2 x lRnpk) with the space of all test functions on R” with 
support in Q, and write 
&f 0 r, sI”=(l @x&)j for fE ?2(I2 X Rnpk). 
With these notations we have the following Beurling-Pollard-type estimate: 
LEMMA 4.2. If TEPM(lR”) with supp Tc F and fE g(f2 x R”-k), 
then 
IKW G I % limj j j Iuo)~“(~ - z”)l 
r-1o Rn-k Rn-k Rk 
x 16e-2”‘1’PlF1(Rk) 1 jlE(z’, z”)I dz’ dz” dq. 
ProoJ Define the measure pu, on R” by 
Sgd~&=jR”-k g(O, x”) v,(x”> dx for g E C,(lR”). 
Then it is clear that for fE @(a X Rnpk) 
with respect o the usual topology on @(Q x Rnek), i.e., 
(T,f)=i$T&* dfoW~I--‘). 
Since supp Tc F, and since (,u, * (f o r)) o r-r and (6 @ l)Q, *p) o r-’ 
coincide for s < 1 on a neighborhood of F in R”, we get 
(T,f)= ~~ (T, (60 W,*i”) or-‘>. 
I(T,f)l= $2 I(T,g, 0 r-‘)I ah I TI, lb, o r-~&lRn~. 
c-0 
(*> 
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= 
I 1 g,(x,y)e(r.x+rl.W(x)--..)dxdy, IRn-k Rk 
since one easily sees that jdet DT(z)l = 1 for all z E LI x IRnmk. An 
application of Poisson’s formula yields 
I g,(x, y)4-s . Y) 4~ =6(x) j tie *3%x7 Y>d-s - Y> 4~ R”-X IRn-k 
= 6(x) I,, (p, *jE)- (L’, q) e(z’ - x) dz’ 
= 6~x1 e,(ff) jR,Ftzf, ~1 dz’ -X) dz’; 
consequently (**) gives 
Thus 
x I@ 0 (rl a ~4)~ (z’ + 81 dz’ & & 
x lee 0 (rl . w)I~w) dz’ dv. 
This together with (*) gives the desired inequality, if one notices that 
p= (1 @,p)3 
260 
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In the next lemma let x and xE be as in Lemma 4.2: 
LEMMA 4.3. Set Rk X (0) = {(x, 0) E Rk x Rnpk} c R”. For f E g(lR”) 
letf”= (1 Ox”)J: Then 
If”1 F,(W) = o(ej+l) 
if 
W-l RkX,O,=O ford aEN, with lal<j,j~N,. 
ProoJ If Dotf(RkX,O, = 0 for Ial <j, then there are functions 
g,,, E g(R”), a” E R\ltwk, Ia”/ =j+ 1, such that 
j-(x’, x”) = c g&(x’, x”) x”““, 
Icr”l=j+l 
where x/r=” means xfa; .a* x~"H-~. If we set hz,,(x”) =~(x”)x”~“, this 
yields 
since an easy computation shows that 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Let the manifold A4 and the 
compact subset E of A4 be as in Theorem 2.1. We want to show that 
J1(E)t(k--V)‘2+ ‘I = j(E). So let T E PM(R”) s.t. (T, j(E)) = 0, i.e., supp 
T c E. Since supp T is compact in E, and since E has the restricted cone 
property, we may suppose in addition that there is a chart (Y, a), a c Rk 
open, of A4, with Y’(x) = (x, v(x)), w E C”O(Q, Rnmk), such that 
SUPP T= w(Q) 
and (*I 
v-‘(~~PPT)--K=-'(E), 
where K is some cone K=(xEIRk:(l-~)~~x~~~x~~,~u), O<o<l, 
xg E Rk, /Ixo/I = 1. 
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For we always may decompose T with the help of a smooth partitioning 
of unit into a finite sum T = 2 Ti of pseudomeasures Ti which have all 
properties listed above of T. 
Since J,(E)t(k-V)/2+ l1 c Jl+v),Z+ ,1(E), by Hahn-Banach it is enough to 
show that T annihilates J,+uj,2+ ,,(E). 
For mEN let x,=m-‘x,EK, and for y,Eg(QXXnpk) let 
pm = (u, 0 r>-, 0 r-l, where r denotes again the diffeomorphism 
Z(x,y)=(x,&z)--y) of RX RnWk, and where (rpor)-,m(x,y)= 
v, o T(x - x,, y). If we define a distribution T, by 
then obviously 
T= lim T,,, in G9’(Q X RnPk), 
m-m 
and 
supp T,,, c E” for m>2by(*). 
Now ChoosefE J,(k-u)12+ 1l (E). To finish the proof we shall show that 
(T,,,J- > = 0 for m > 2. 
Now (T,,J) = (TJ,) and since supp Tc (x, + y-‘(E)‘) X IRn-k, we 
may assume suppf, c (x, + w-‘(E)‘) X iRnPk. SincefE J,~k-v~,Z+,l(E), this 
implies 
M2RkX(O) = 0 forall aEN,” with ]a] < [(k- v)/2], 
where again Tm = f, 0 P, consequently 
/jl;IF,(Rn) = O(&‘(k-“)‘2+1’) by Lemma 4.3. (**I 
If we now apply Lemma 4.2 to TJ,,, and F = supp T and estimate 
I he- 2niv* IFW) by Theorem 4.1 as 
1 6eiq* IF1(Rk) < C(l + I vl(k-“)‘2), 
where C is some positive constant, we get 
I(TmJl = IvLcm)l 
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But if we set g,,,(q) = ( q ]’ G,(q) for t > 0, one easily shows 
Thus 
= O(& -x- o-kV2) 0@‘“-k’/Z) 
= O(& -‘). 
I(T,,f)l < c’ $ (1 + ~-(~-‘)‘~)jj~~ I&z’, z”)] dz’ dz” 
< ,,,s (1 + ~-(k-~)l~)~[(k-u)/2+11 by (**I 
=o Q.E.D. 
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
In the following let A4 and E be as in Theorem 2.2, especially let 
k=n-1. 
V. 1. First we will prove the weak synthesis property of E, more 
exactly the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let M be a smooth, (n - 1)-dimensional submanifold 
of R” with constant relative nullity v, and let E c M be compact with 
restricted cone property. Then each ,u E PM(lR”) which annihilates J,(E) is 
the o(PM(lR”), F’(R”))-limit of a sequence of measures {uj}j c B(E). 
The method we will use to prove Proposition 5.1 is different to the one used 
in [3] and more related to methods in [6]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 0 c iRk open, F c a compact, and let p be a C’- 
dtfleomorphism from 0 onto 52’ = p(R) c Rk. Then F has the restricted cone 
property at x0 E F if and only I$ F’ = p(F) has the restricted cone property at 
P(%)* 
The proof is straightforward and will therefore be omitted. 
In the next lemma we will use the notation of Chapter III: 
LEMMA 5.3. To each point m E M one can find a bijective aflne-linear 
transformation S, of R”, such that the mantfold M’ = S,,,(M) has a chart 
(J&B;-‘-” x St;), XE cyl?;--1--o x St;, W), 
X(u’, v”) = (y(v’, u”), C(d) . u” + d(v’)) 
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with 
y(v’, 21”) = (A(v’) * v” + b(v’), v”), 
near m’ = S,,,(m), possessing the following properties: 
(1) For each v’ E Bz-l-” the space of normal vectors to M’ at a point 
q E M:, = {X(v’, v”): v” E B’;} is independent of q. 
(2) y is a C*-d@zomorphism from 0 = Bg-I-” x By onto y(R) with 
~(0, v”) = (0, v”) and 
W(O) = 1, for v E R. 
(3) If we define I,ME P(y(Q), R) by 
v/ 0 y(v’, v”) = C(v’) . v” + d(v’), 
then Dy(0, x”) = 0 for all x” E By, and D’ty(O, 0) is diagonal with real 
entries 
(D’y(O, O))i,i = xi # 0 for i = l,..., n - 1 - v, 
(D’w(O, 0))i.i = 0 for i=n- 1 -V,...,n- 1. 
(4) If we define 
w&x) = r * x + w(x) for rE R”-‘,xE y(Q), 
then there exist a 6 > 0 and a t, 0 < 5 < 1, such that the following hold: 
G> IW4l < V and ID,,,w&I > ItI -V for all xE 
y(B;-‘-” x B’;). 
(ii) For I<1 < 6 there exists a v; E Bz-leV’, s.t. D,,tyl(x) = 0 for all 
x E Y({v:) x Bt;). 
(iii) Zf we set 
f{(v’, v”) = D& 0 y)(v’, v”) . D,& 0 y)(v’, 0), <E lR”-‘, v E 0, 
and if A denotes the (n - 1 - v) x (n - 1 - v) diagonal matrix A, = ~~~~~~ 
then for ltl < 6 
and 
I fDt,, f,(v) - A2 1 < (2n)-’ mjn of 
I D:,(w, 0 Y)(V) - AJ < (2n)-’ m,jn (Kil for all v E f2. 
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Remark. Linear endomorphisms (resp. corresponding matrices) of R” 
will always be provided with the operator norm with respect to the Euclidean 
norm on R”. 
ProoJ First we choose a chart (X, Q) of M as in Hartman’s theorem s.t. 
X and y satisfy (3.1) resp. (3.2). Then, using appropriate afftne transfor- 
mations of R”, one may easily obtain properties (1) to (3) in addition. 
For example, the properties ~(0, u”) = (0,~“) and Dyl(O, x”) = 0 
correspond to the facts that the mapping u” M ~(0, 0”) is regular affrne 
linear and that the tangent space to M at points X(0, 0”) is independent of 
u”, and the special diagonal form of D’v(O, 0) may be obtained by a suitable 
rotation of R”, since property (1) shows that D*w(O) has the form 
where D:, y(O) is regular and symmetric. Thus, in the fohowing we will 
assume that (1) to (3) hold for (X, Q). Then, property 4(iii) can be obtained 
as follows: Since Dty(O,O) = 0 and D,,y’(O) = 11 by (2) and (3) (where we 
write again y(v) = (y’(u), y”(u)) E R”-I-” x I?“), one easily shows 
+0’,&(O) = D’,,( w 0 YW) . Dt@ 0 Y)(O) = D:40) . D:, w(O) = A*, 
and 
%(w 0 Y)(O) = A. 
But obviously the mappings (r, v) + fDt,f,(u) and (t, 0) ++ Df,(v, 0 Y>(U) 
are continuous; hence there is a 6’ > 0 and an E > 0, such that 
~fD~~f~(u)-A2J < (2n))‘mjn~j 
and 
ID~,(w~oY)(u)-AI < Pn)-‘mjnI~il for ItI < 8, 
uEB ;,‘-” x B;. 
Then, after dilating the u-coordinates by E- ’ and substituting xi by E-‘K~, 
we get 4(iii) for 6’. 
To obtain 4(i) and 4(ii), we look at the mapping 
x’ F+ Dx,iy(x’, 0) E IRn-I-“. Since D,y(O, 0) = 0 and Df;,y(O, 0)= A is 
regular, the inverse function theorem shows that there is a 6, 0 < 6 < 6’, s.t. 
D,,I&(B;-I-” x {0})) 3 ,;-I-“. 
This 6, of course, satisfies 4(iii), and also 4(i) and 4(ii): For, if 
<= ((‘, (“) E R”-’ and ICI < 6, then there is a u(, E BypLp”(0) with 
- t’ = D,, w(r(u6,O)). 
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Now (1) implies that Dr,u(y(u’, v”)) is independent of v”, hence - <’ = 
D,, v/(y(vh, Y”)) for all 0” E B’;, i.e., D,, w&y(vA, 0”)) = <’ - <’ = 0, which is 
just 4(ii). Since Dw(y(0, v”)) = 0 for U” E B’;, there exists a r, 0 < r < 1, 
such that [DI&(Y’, v”))l < 6/2 f or ( u’, u”) E BE-l-” X B’;. But this implies 
ID,,, w&x>I = II 4 + D,t, v(x)1 > ItI - IP’wv(x)l 
> I {I - I Wx)l 
> l<l -J/2 for x E y(B:-‘-” x B’;). Q.E.D. 
Next we cite a lemma due to Domar [3]: 
LEMMA 5.4. If for every x E E there exists an open neighborhood 
U, c R”, s.t. each pseudomeasure annihilating J,(E n II,) is the weak*-limit 
of a sequence of measures in B(E), then each pseudomeasure which 
annihilates J,(E) is the weak*-limit of a sequence of measures in B(E). 
Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show that Proposition 5.1 is a consequence of the 
next proposition (note that bijective affrne transformations of R” yield 
automorphisms of PM@ “)): 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let M be a smooth, (n - I)-dimensional submanifold 
ofIR”whichhasaglobalchart(X,52),R=B~-’-”XBt;cIR”-‘,s.t.Xhas 
all properties listed in Lemma 5.3. Let F c R be closed in Q; assume that 
there are neighborhoods V,, V, of 0 in 0 with v,, c V, c v, c B:-‘-” x B’;, 
and a cone 
K={xEIR”-‘:(1-~)~~x~~~x~x,~o}, 
0 < u < 1, x1 E RR-‘, ]]x,(] = 1, 
such that 
FnV,,-KcF (5.1) 
and 
&-Kc V,, v, + By,; ‘(0) c S. (5.2) 
Let E, = X(Fn V,,), E, = X(F n V,). Then each pseudomeasure ,u which 
annihilates J,(E,) is the weak*-limit of a sequence {,t~~}~ c B(E,). 
Proof We will use the notation of Lemma 5.3. Let ,U E PM(R”), 
(u, J,(E,)) = 0, i.e., supp p c E,. Let, as usual, T(x, y) = (x, v(x) -y) for 
(x, y) E ~(0) x R. We extend y to a diffeomorphism 7 from R x R to 
r(Q) x R by 7(x, y) = (y(x), y), and set r= 7-l o I’: ~(0) x R -+ Q x R. r 
maps M onto 0 x {0}, and r-l]nx(O, x X, if we identify n x (0) and a. Let 
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~E~(IR”-‘), cp>O, (p(x)dx= 1, supp(pcK, and p,,(x)=h-(“-‘+(h-‘x) 
for 0 < h < 1. Denote by /Ih the measure on Rn which is supported by 
R”-’ x {0} and has density c,, with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 
F?“-‘. Then define ~lh=((,uor-‘)*j?,,)o~ in distribution sense, where we 
set + o r-‘,f) = @,fo F) for f~ 9(R”), and where ,8,, is the image of /I,, 
under x + - x. Of course, for 0 < h < 1, ,u~ is a distribution with support 
contained in E, (see (5.1) and (5.2)), but ,u,, is even a bounded measure, 
which follows by a well-known method (see e.g., [3]): A result of Schwartz 
[ 14, Theorem XXXVI] shows that there are compactly supported 
distributions pj E G~‘(IR”-‘), j = 0 ,..., q, s.t. 
where 6 denotes the point measure at 0 on R. But, since p o r-’ annihilates 
.f,(E;n VIJ x {o})-, one easily sees that-pj = 0 for j > 0. Consequently cl,, = 
(01 o Fe’) * a,,) o r= (&, * @,J @ 6) o r, and (,u,, * $,J @ 6 is ’ the measure 
supported by R”-’ x (0) with density p0 * @,, E g(R”-‘) with respect o the 
Lebesgue measure on lR”-r. 
Thus we are left to show that ,u~ converges weakly to p. This follows by 
dominated convergence, if we can show that 
(i) i;(t, rl) = lim,,,P& rl) for all (tl, rl) E W-’ X 4 
(ii) sup O<h<l IPhlm < aJ* 
(i) follows from the fact that {j3h}h is an approximate identity for the 
space g’(R’) of distributions with compact support. Since ,6h is a continuous 
function for each h, we may substitute (ii) by 
(ii)’ There is a C > 0, such that 
sup (6,?I)ER”-‘X(R-(Ol) Irulh(<, v)l < C for every 0 < h < 1. 
NOW, P&‘, a) = 01, uh * e((T, 7) . r-’ 10 r;>, and 
Ca, * e((t, a) - r-l)) 0 Qx, Y> 
= ! e(t-. Y(Y-~(x) - ~1 + rl(wW-‘(~1 - u>> R”-l 
Define for <E R”-‘, x E y(0), 
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andforO<h< 1, (<,?)E~“,?#O,~EY(~)~ 
G,,&) := JR,-, 4s{w,-l, 0 W’(x) - u> 
- wq-‘I oW’(x))\) %I@) du* 
Then, for q # 0 and (x, v(x)) E M one has 
Ca, * e((L rl) - r-‘)) 0 % v(x)) = Fh,l,,- 
Let x, E g(lR”-‘), supp x, c y(V,), x1 z 1 on a neighborhood of y(v,,), and 
let x2 E k9(R”-‘), x1 E 1 on a neighborhood of Bzwc R, where 
w = max,,,,V,, 1 w(x)1 . Then x, @ x2 E 1 on a neighborhood of supp P, hence 
Ph(ty v> = oldxl 0 x2X& * e((& rt> - r-‘)) 0 I;>, 
and since 
XI Ox&t,t,q 0 1 - Ca,, * e((t, v) . Fe’)) 0 fj E J1&), 
we have 
Further 
P,K rl) = (6~ 4x&,,) 0 x2> 
for any character u on R”, and especially for a(x, y) = e2”i”‘X+“Y’ we get, 
similar to the above, 
Irul,K VI= I@, (xl G,,,,,) 0 x2)1 
Glcrl PM~IR~~lX*IF~~IR~IX1~h,l,~lF~~IR”-~~~ (5.4) 
Thus, in the following we will estimate Ix~F~,&~R~-~~ (and 
1x1 Gw, Iw4~ w h ere we will distinguish between the cases Iv-‘<l < 6 and 
Iq-‘<l> 6 (6 is chosen as in Lemma 5.3). 
1. Case: lq-‘<l < 6. By Lemma 5.3(4ii) there exists a 06 E B;-l-“, such 
that 
D,, w,&> = 0 for x E y({uA} x By). 
Let T be the bijective affrne transformation 
T(v’, u”) = (v’ - b(v;) - A(?,$) * Y”, u”) 
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and set 
7(x’, x”) = T 0 y(x’ + v;, x”) for (x’, x”) E II-‘-, x B’;, 
G(x) = ~~-1~ 0 T-‘(x) for xE Toy(B;-‘-“xB’;). 
Then 
Jyo, v”) = (0, v”), @ 0 T((u’, v”) = v/,-q 0 y(v’ + VA, v”), 
and 
D,, +(O, x”) = 0. 
Let 
We will decompose F,,s,tl (resp. G,,,,,) on supp xl 0 T-’ with the help of an 
appropriate partitioning of unit: 
ForO<b<l andqENlet 
p := [qb-’ + $1, 
Ij := [(3j- 2) bq-‘3 (3j + 2) bq-‘1, j= -p, -p + l,..., p. 
Further let for j = (j , , . . . . jn-,-") E {-~,...,p}~-‘-” 
zj:=Ij, x **a xlj,~,~L,xB;cR”-l, 
.I, := (J rj, 
Ik‘Q 
where 
Q := {-p ,..., p}“-‘-“\{-q + l,..., q - lJn-I-“. 
Then {11}, covers B;-l-” x B’;. 
LEMMA 5.6. There exist a q E N and a C > 0, s.t. for all b E (0, 1) and 
all (<, V) E R”-’ X R with V+ 0 and Ir-‘<l < 6 the following holds: If {Z,}j 
is the above covering of By-‘-’ x By corresponding to b and q, then for 
every j E Q there exists a unit vector z E R”-‘, z = (z’, 0) with z’ E R”-l-L’, 
s.t. ( Dczj @ 0 y(v’, v”)l > Cl v’ 1 for (v’, v”) E I,. 
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ProoJ 4(iii) of Lemma 5.3 shows that there is a constant C’ > 0, s.t. 
ID:, F o Au)1 < C’, I@,$ I,? o jr(u))-’ I< C’ for u E Bt-‘-” x B’; and 
I v-‘cf < 6. Since D,, I+T o jf0, Y”) = 0, a Taylor expansion of D,,rJ o 7 with 
respect o v’-variables thus yields 
C,lu’l < ID,,$o T((u’, v”)l < C21u’I for ZI E By-l-” x St;, (5.5) 
where C,, C, are positive constants independent of r and q. 
By (5.5) the unit vector 
e = (e’, 0) E I?“-’ 
with 
e’ := ID,,(@ o y”)(u’, O)l-’ D,,(@ o fi(v’, 0) E R”-I-” 
is well defined for fixed u’ # 0. Set 
j+‘, u”) := D,,(@ 0 f)( u’, u”) - D,,(lJ 0 fi(u’, 0); 
then 
Dcej J 0 T(u’, u”) = ID,<(@ 0 fJ)(u’, O)l-'3(u', u”). (5.6) 
Further D,,@ o y(O, u”) = 0 implies f(0, u”) = 0 and D,,3(0, 0”) = 0; using 
a Taylor expansion of3 and 4(iii) of Lemma 5.3 we therefore asily get 
IJ(u’, u”)l> mjn Kf 
( ) 
Iu’12. (5.7) 
Now (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) yield the estimate 
ID(e) G 0 Ru’, u”>l> Cl 0’ I, u’ E ,;-I-” x B’;, (5.8) 
for some positive constant C independent of (r, q) with lq-‘<l < 6. 
For fixed j E Q we now choose an a’ E Ii, X .a. x Ij,-,_,, and set 
z = (z’, 0) 
with 
z’:=~D,,~~~((~‘,O)~-‘D~,~~~(U’,O)EIR”-’-”. 
Thus for u E II 
I% (G 0 y”)(u)1 > I% (@ 0 9(u)l - I% C 0 F(u) - D(e) G 0 %u)l 
> Clu’l - ID,,+ 0 T(u) a (z’ - e’)l (5.9) 
> (C- C21z’ -e’l)ju’I 
280/47/2-9 
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by (5.5) and (5.8). But for any vectors x,yE R”-I-” with 0 < 1x1< I yl one 
has 
Il~l-‘~-lYl-‘Yl~~I~I-‘I~-YI~ 
and for v E Zj 
ID,f(q 0 %v)l 2 c, I u’ I > c, qb, l> c, b, 
where ni := maxi I ji I. Thus 
(z’ - e’l < 2C;‘b-‘ID,, I+? 0 F(u’, 0) - D,, IJ 0 y((v’, O)l 
< C&l la’ - 0’1 
< C,&%q-’ = c,q-’ 
for some positive constants C,, C, ; hence, by (5.9), 
lD~,,~~~(~)l~(C-C,C,q-‘)l~‘t for vEZj. 
So for q large enough, Lemma 5.6 follows. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 5.6 shows that for q large enough we may 
even suppose 
ID~r)~~17(v’,v”)(~Clv’l for (U’,U”)EZj+B~~-~-“X (0). (5.10) 
In the following choose q large enough, such that (5.10) is satisfied, and such 
that 
u zjcB,“-‘-” xl?‘;. 
je(-p,...,pl”m’-L‘ 
For each fixed b E (0, 1) there exist functions vj E g(R), such that 
suPP Vj c zj > 
O<Vj< l, 
I D’I+& < Cb-’ for O<r<n- 1, 
where C is a constant independent of b and j. (5.11) 
Let xE@(R”) with supp~cBt;, s.t. x E 1 on the projection U, of V, on 
R”. For j E {-P,...,P}~-‘-” set 
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and let 
vj = vlj’ for j E Q, v/o= c wj’. 
j$Q 
If we now define 
(pItx) = Vj o TICx), x E Wj> for j E Q 
= 0 9 x @ w,> 
and 
vo(x) = vo o y’- ‘(XL x E Wo) 
= 0 7 x E Wo) 7 
then {(~1}~ is a smooth partitioning of unit on @t-I-” X U,) with 
supp ‘pI c Oj, where we set 0, = y(1J for j E Q, O. = jj(Jo). 
Fix b E (0, l] similarly as Domar in [6], as follows: 
b:=min{l,max(lq/-‘h-‘,qh}}. (5.12) 
Choose {~j}i corresponding to this b. Then we have, similarly as in (5.3), 
and 
since the F’-norm is invariant under bijective affine transformations. A 
similar method (compare with (5.4)) finally yields 
where C is independent of h, < and q. 
In the following we will first estimate the term for j = 0 on the right side 
of (5.13) and then simultaneously the terms for j E Q. 
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(a) j=O: 
(i) First assume ) q( -i h -’ < qh. Of course, we may also assume 
qh<l, i.e., b=qh. Since IJoy’is of the form ~oKv’,v”)=~(u’).v”+ 
c?(v’), we may write Fh,I,r, as 
Fh,l,tl(x’, x”) = . 
! i 
e(q{C(-hu’) . (x” - hu”) + d(-hu’)}) 
Rn-l-u R” 
x &.4’ + h-y)’ (x), 2.4”) du’ du”, 
which follows directly from the definitions of Fh,s,t, and 9,,. 
Now for x E supp 9, c 0, = F(JJ evidently 
[h-y)’ (x)1 < 3bh-‘= 3q; 
thus for x E supp 9,, and Iu’[ > 3q + 1 we have 
(u’ + h-y)’ (x), 24”) cz supp 9, 
since supp 9 c By-'. 
Let 
fu,+u,,(x) = e(q{Q-hu’) - (x” - hu”) + d(-hu’)}) 
x 90(x) 9(u’ + h-y) (x), u”), 
and let p E C2(IR”-‘) with p E 1 on Bi,;';" x B';. Then clearly (P$,,~,~ = 
IjIRn-,fu,,u,, p(u’, u”) du’ du” as Riemann-Stieltjes integral taking values in 
F1(iRn--I). Thus it will be enough to show that IfU,,U&,CIR.~,) is uniformly 
bounded in h, <, q and (u’, u”). 
Now Iful,ul~(FI~Rn-l~ = I gul,u&I~Rn-l~, where 
g,t,,?t(x) = 90(x) 9(u’ + h-‘(p)’ (x), u”). 
If we define, as in Lemma 3.3, 
S,(x’, x”) = (EX’, x”), 
P,(x’, x”) = (E - ‘(y’- I)’ (EX’, x”), x”) = SIIE 0 y’- I 0 S,(x’, x”), 
then for E = 3qh 
g ,,e,un 0 S,(x) = (p. 0 S,(x) 9(u’ + h-*(7-‘)’ (3qhx’, x”), u”) 
= wo 0 s, 0 P,(x) 9(u’ + 3qPl(x), 24”). 
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Since, by Lemma 3.3, P, is a diffeomorphism from S,-, o jjo S,(Bl-‘) 2 
supp q0 0 S, onto By-‘, and since the partial derivatives of P, and P; ’ are 
uniformly bounded, independent of E E (0, I] (and even independent of (& q) 
for Iv-‘<] < S), Corollary 3.2 now yields: 
where 
I &4w~l FqRn-I) = g,,,,,, o S,lF1(R”-1) 
< I g,,,p o &IC”-l(Rn--L) I suPP g,,,,,~ o s$‘* 
< CIku’,u”IC”-I(R”-I)lSUPPWo O &I”*, 
k,,,“,,(U’, u”) = l/o 0 SE(d) u”) p(u’ + 3qu’, u”), 
and where C is a positive, universal constant. 
But I SUPP vo 0 S,I I’* < 1, since supp woo S,c By-‘, and ]ku~,u~~]C~-,~Rn-,~ 
is uniformly bounded in h E (0, l), <, v and (u’, a”) because of the properties 
of the wj, Q.E.D. 
(ii) Now assume Iq1-i h-i > qh, i.e., b = min{ 1, Iq]-i h-l}. This 
time we will estimate the norm of qoc,,I,,. If I$ o T(u’, 0”) = c(v’) . U” + 
a(~‘), we will write ~“JY’) = c(u’) - c(O), and p(u’, u”) = ~Ju’) . 
u” + d(u’) = $ o f(u’, u”) - c(O) + u”. Then 
%h(X) = JR”_, e(vkW’(x> - W -~(V(x))l) 
X e(-$zC(O) . u”) q(u) du. 
Hence,, this time it will be sufficient to show that ]qoe(q{p(y’-‘( . ) -ha) 
is uniformly bounded for ] u I Q 1, h E (0, 1) and 
If we apply the same arguments as above, it will be sufficient o show the 
uniform boundedness of ]fU]c”-,(Rn-,j, where 
jJu’, u”) = ty,, o S36(u’, u”) e(v(p(3bu’ - hu’, u” - AU”) 
-p(3bu’, u”)}). 
Here, the partial derivatives of w. o S,, may be treated as above. We will 
show that each partial derivative of 
gU(u’, u”) = h -‘b-l {p(3bu’ - hu’, u” - hu”) - p(3bu’, u”)} 
is uniformly bounded on supp w. o S,, for ] u ] < 1, h, b E (0, I), which 
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implies the uniform boundedness of IfuIC”-lCRn-,j, since 1~1 < h-‘b-i. If 
a = (a’, a”) E Non--l-” x N;, a Taylor expansion yields 
D”g,(u) = K’K’(3b)‘“” {D”p(3bu’ - hu’, 0” - hu”) - D0p(3bv’, v”)} 
n-1 
= 3la’l~la’l-l~-’ x %l”p(3bv’ - thu’, v” 
i=l Bvi 
- rhu”) (-hui) 
for some r E [0, 11. Since 1uI < 1 and u E supp w0 0 S,, implies (3bv’ - rhu’, 
u” - rhu”)EB,“,‘-” x Bt;, it is thus sufficient to prove that 
is uniformly bounded for Iv’1 Q 4b, IV”) < 1, b E (0, 1). For a’ # 0 this is 
clear, since p may be written explicitly as 
p(u’, v”) = y 0 y(u’ + u;, u”) + q-y. y(u’ + VA, Y”) 
- (C(vi) + q-‘( * A(v;) + v-l<“) * u”, 
where lv61< 2 and Ir,-‘rl < 6. If a’ = 0, we notice that D,p(O, 0”) = 0 for 
/ 0” I< 1 by the construction of p and Lemma 5.3(3). Thus, +(O, u”)/&~ = 0 
for Iv”1 < 1, hence a0 (o*a”) p(O,v”)/&. = 0; consequently, a Taylor expansion 
of aDCo*““‘p(O, n”)/avi with respect ‘to u’ coordinates yields the uniform 
boundedness of 
(b) j E Q. We will estimate the norm of ~jG,,I,,. Let “j= (uj, 0) = 
(3bq- ‘j, ,..., 3bq-5, -,-“, 0 ,..., 0) be the centre of Ij, and let again 
p(u’, v”) = $0 jqv’, 0”) - C(O) . v”, 
if 
lp 0 jqu’, Y”) = C(d) . v” + &I’). 
Set E = 2bq-‘. Using ‘an appropriate modification of the diffeomorphism P, 
in (a), it is not hard to show that in this case we get an estimate 
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where 
fh,I,v(u) = J e(v {p(m’ + uj- hu’, u” - hu”) - p(eu’ + uj, u”)}) 
X e(-@C(O) - 24”) p(u) du 
and where C is independent of h E (0, 1) and (c, r,r) with ) v-‘& < 6. Let nj = 
IllaXi= 1 ,..., n-‘-U \jil, and for v E By-‘-” X U,, u E By-‘, let 
g(u, u) = (rzj E h)-’ {p(w’ + vi- hu’, u” - hi”) -P(&U’ + ?I;, u”)}. 
We claim: 
Each partial derivative of g E P((B;-‘-” x U’) x By-‘) 
is uniformly bounded independent of E, h and j. 
There is a constant C’ > 0, independent of b and h, s.t. 
(5.15) 
ID&) idu, u)l 2 C’ for (u, u) E (By-‘-” X U,) X By-‘, (5.16) 
where z, denotes the unit vector z, = (0, z) E R”-’ x R”-‘. 
To (5.15). The partial derivatives of g with respect to u-coordinates may be 
treated as the partial derivatives of g, in section (a)(ii) of this proof. 
So, let us consider partial derivatives 0; DE g with p # 0: 
D;Dt g(u, u) = -~‘~“-‘(-h)‘~‘-’ ni’ Da+4p(~u’ + uj- hu’, u” - hu”), 
if a = (a’, a”). 
Since [/?I > 1 and h < 2bq-’ = E, we get 
lD;D: g(u, u>l < 6 14+‘41-2ny1 JDa+!$,&, + u;!jl)& u” - )&‘)I. 
Thus, if Ia’/ + IpI > 2 we are ready. 
If Ia’/ + IpI < 2, there occurs at most one derivative in a u’ direction in 
D,+Op since la’ + /?’ ( < 1; hence we may argue as in section (a)(ii) and get 
1 Dat4p(m + II;- hu’, u” -hhu”)l~CI&U’+U~-hhU’I 
,< C(E + 3n,.bq-’ + h) ,< C(3/2)(nj + 1) E. 
Since we even have Ia’1 + I/?/ = 1, we thus get 
1 D,*D& g(u, u)/ Q C(3/2) y < 3C. 
To (5.16). Since z, has no U” component, 
Dcr,) g(u, U) = ++-‘D~,~ $7 o j+u’ + u;- hu’, u” - hu”). 
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But 
(BY- 
(EU’ + uj’ - hu’, u” - hu”) E Ij + B~;-‘,F~’ X {O} for (u, U) E 
I-” X U,) X By-‘, hence, by Lemma 5.6 and (5.10), 
P& g(u, u)l> Cnj-‘&-‘leu’ + vi- hu’l > Cnf’&-‘(3nj- 3)bq-’ 
~ Cni’&-‘(nj/2) & = C/2, 
if for example, q > 10. 
Now, fh,I,tl may be written 
hence, with K = tp!~h, we get 
Dolf,t,v(u) = z (--2dc)‘J e(lcg(u, 24)) k,(u, u) 
i-=0 
X e(-&(O) . u”) p(u) du, (5.17) 
where the functions k, are certain sums of product of partial derivatives of g 
with respect o u variables. 
Take a summand 
f,,r(u) = (-27&)‘/ e(rcg(u, u)) k,(u, U) e(-@(O) . u”) (D(U) du. 
Partial derivation in the direction of z yields 
f,,,(u) = - (-2?~ifc)~-’ 1 e(lcg(u, u)) 
= - (-2d~)r- l j e(rcg(u, u)) e(-t$(O) . u”) 
x Dcz,) ( 
kr(u, ) P(U) du 
Dcr,, g(u, u> i ’ 
since z, has no U” component. Similarly, integration m times partially in z 
direction yields 
f,,,(u) = (-l)m (2~rLirc)‘-~ 1 e(lcg(u, 24)) e(-rjC(O) . ~4~) 
kr,m(uv ~1 
’ &,, g(u, u))‘“+’ “’ 
where k,,, is a certain sum of products of partial derivatives of g and rp. 
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Now, from (5.15) and (5.16) we see that 
sup IL,r(~)l~ Ca,r,mlKI’-m 
WZB”-‘-“X LJ I I 
(5.18) 
for some constant C,,,,,, independent of b, h and j. 
Further, we may assume b > Iv/-’ h-‘; for, if lql-’ h-’ > 1, then b= 1 
and hence J,, 3 By-‘-” x B’; such that we do not need any j E Q. 
If we now choose m=2n in (5.18), for jal<n-- 1 we get 
sup I .L,r(4 DEB”-‘-“XU I L 
= cw,*n IKI’-*” = Ca,r,2n lrpz,chl- < Ca,r,2n(bc-‘tj~‘)2n-r 
= C a,r,2n(q/2)2n-r njner < Ca,r,2n(q/2)2n-r ni’“+ ‘) 
since r<lal<n-- 1. 
Consequently, with (5.14) and (5.17) we get 
I~jG,,,,,IFI(Rn-I) < Cni’“+“, (5.19) 
C independent of h E (0, 1) and (c, V) with I~-‘rl < 6. 
But there are exactly (2N+ l)“-*-” - (2N- l)n-‘-V cubes Zj, 
j E R\lIj-I-“, with nj = ZV, and 
(2JV+ l)n--l--v - (2N- l)n-‘-” 
< 2(n - 1 - v)(2N + l)n-“-2 < 2 . 3”-“-‘(n - 1 - v) N”-“-*. 
Hence, from (5.19) we get 
< C f N-(“+I) 2 . 3”-“-2(n - 1 - v)N”-~-* 
N=l 
= C’ 5 N-3 < 00, 
N=l 
independently of h E (0, 1) and (&j, ‘I) with 1~-‘(/ < 6. 
2. Case: I q-‘cl> 6. We will estimate I&((, q)l by inequality (5.4) in this 
case. Thus, by Corollary 3.2, it is sufficient to prove that 101’ Gh,{,J o 
&-,(Rn-,’ is uniformly bounded for h E (0, 1) and Is-‘<1 > 6. We set 
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for u E v,, u E By-‘. (Notice that supp x1 0 y c v, !). Then 
and: 
Each partial derivative of g is uniformly bounded for 
hE(0,1)andlqP’<l>60n v,xB;-‘. 
There is a C > 0, s.t. 
(5.20) 
lDtr,,g(u,u)l >C for(u,u)E VI xB:-',hE(O, l),J~-‘tl~& (5.21) 
Here <,, := (0, ItI-’ <) E R”-’ x R”-‘. 
(5.20) is clear, since 
g(u,u)=lq-‘~l~-‘~. h-‘{y(u-hu)-y(u)}+17-‘~J-1 h-’ 
x Iv o Y(U - hu) - v o Y(U)13 (5.20) 
and jq-‘rl-’ <6-l. 
To (5.21): 
DC,“) g(u, u) = Iv-Y 
and 
- ’ q&Y, -q o Y)(U - Au) 
Thus, by (2) and (4)(ii) of Lemma 5.3, 
P&+~ O Y)(UI> W’& - WI - 
( 
lfl-‘tl+; 
,i 
4 
.=(3/4)Iq-'Lj -(5/8)6 for u E Bt-'-" xBf;. 
But, for h small enough we may suppose u - hu E By-'-" x By, if u E v,, 
and hence 
PttJ g(u, u>l > 3/4 - (5/8) dlv-‘(I-’ > l/8. 
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Now we may proceed as in (b) of Case 1, i.e., 
and, by partial integration in direction of r, each summand on the right side 
may be transformed to J” e(q] q I - ’ I l] hg(v, u)) fr(u, u) du, where f, is a 
smooth function, vanishing for I u I > 1, and which is uniformly bounded for 
l~7-1rl~6andvEV,,hE(0,1). Q.E.D. 
V.2. At last we will prove the equality d(E) = [(n - 1 - v)/2 + 11. Let 
p # 0 be a bounded measure with support in E, which has a smooth density 
with respect to the surface measure on M. Then, by a result of Littman [ 111, 
p(y) = O(l Jp-1-y as ]y/+oo. 
Hence, P(D) ,U E PM(RI”) for every partial differential operator P(D) with 
constant coefficients, whose order does not exceed [(n - 1 - v)/2]. But, for 
i = l,..., [(n - 1 - u)/2], the ideals Ji(E> and J,+,(E) may be separeted by 
such pseudomeasures (see [3], [ 131 or [ 15]), and, by Theorem 2.1, 
Thus, the desired equality d(E) = [(n - 1 - v)/2 + 1 ] follows from the next 
lemma: 
LEMMA 5.7. Let E be a compact subset of a smooth submanifold M of 
F?“, and let E =p, where EQ denotes the interior of E as a part of M. Then 
J,(E)’ = J,(E) for all 1 E N. 
-- 
Proof The inclusion J,(E)’ cJ,(E) is obvious. Let ,U E g’(R”) with 
01, J,(E)‘) = 0. Th en supp ,u c E, and if k denotes the dimension of M, then 
,U may be decomposed into a sum p= Cpi of distributions ,ui with 
cui, J,(E)‘) = 0, such that to each pi there is a chart (fi, w) of M with supp 
,U~ c v(Q), where we may assume that IJI is of the form 
If we write again T(x, y) = (x, w(x) - y), (x, y) E fl x RnPk, then, again by 
[ 141, pi 0 r may be written as a finite sum pi o r= 2 t, @ D”6, where 6 
denotes the point measure at zero in IRnek, and where 
t, E c3’(l2) with supp ta c IJ-‘(supp ,uJ. 
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If p EJ,(E) (and supp q c R x Rn-&), D,“(a, 0 r)ln vanishes on 
v-*(~)~suPP~,, and since E = &, all partial derivatives of D,“(y, 0 r) 
vanish on supp t,. Thus, by [ 14, Theorem XXVIII], (t,, D,“(P 0 r>jn) = 0, 
hence hi, q) = 0 for v, E J,(E), i.e., 01, J!(E)) = 0. Thus, by Hahn-Banach, 
J,(E)’ and J,(E) have the same closure in ka(iR”), hence in F’(lR”) too. 
Q.E.D. 
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